EXCEPTIONALLY THIN.
EXTREMELY POWERFUL.
It’s thinner, lighter, and more secure – everything
you need in a productivity powerhouse.
The ThinkPad X1 Yoga Gen 4 brings you ultimate
flexibility with a 360o hinge and built-in premium
security with the ThinkShield suite from Lenovo.
The Dolby®️ Vision™ panel offers exceptional
viewing clarity while the Dolby®️ Atmos™ speaker
system offers a crystal-clear audio experience.
The ThinkPad X1 Yoga Gen 4 is ultra-slim
ultra-light, and ultra-powerful, making
mobility effortless.

X1 YOGA (GEN 4)

X1 YOGA (GEN 4)
Premium Design and Performance: the new ThinkPad X1 Yoga is 11% thinner
and has a 17% smaller footprint. Its premium CNC aluminum chassis makes
it highly durable while its 360o hinge allows you to change modes – laptop,
tablet, tent, stand – to suit your work style. Powered by the latest Intel®️
processors, LPDDR3 memory, and PCIe SSD storage, you can experience
amazing responsiveness for improved productivity.
Efficiency Redefined: power through the most demanding work with up
to 18.1 hours* of battery life and RapidCharge technology. Expand your
device capabilities with versatile connectivity options such as the USB 3.1
Gen1 and Thunderbolt™ ports allowing you to be productive anywhere.
Also compatible with a side mechanical dock, this premium 2-in-1 comes
with an integrated pen for enhanced creativity.
Advanced Security: the X1 Yoga comes built-in with the ThinkShield suite of
security solutions that include the dTPM 2.0 chip, ThinkPad PrivacyAlert,
ThinkPad PrivacyGuard**, Match on Chip Touch Fingerprint Reader, and the
hybrid HD and IR camera with the ThinkShutter camera cover – offering
overall device security.
Stunning Audiovisual Experience: the best-in-class Dolby®️ Vision™
display with 4K HDR400 UHD IPS technology and 500nits brightness
offers impressive visual clarity. You can also enjoy an exceptional audio
experience with the Dolby®️ Atmos™ speaker system.

ITDM Benefits
Productivity
The ThinkPad X1 Yoga supports all kinds of docking solutions including
the side mechanical docks, making it effortless to connect
with multiple peripherals and multitask with ease.
Security
From manufacturing through its lifetime, the ThinkPad X1 Yoga
is covered with rock-solid security features of the ThinkShield suite.
With the hardwired security and privacy features, business data
remains secure at all times.
Portability
Weighing only 2.99lbs. (1.35kg), this 15.5mm sleek form factor offers
ultimate portability, no matter where work takes you.

*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
**Optional

Optional Accessories

ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse
(PN: 4X30K40903)

The ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse is thin, light,
and tough. This dual-mode travel mouse can be
conveniently stored in a pocket or bag while you
are on the go. The X1 Mouse is optimized for travel
and productivity - flip the mouse over to use the
integrated touchpad presenter and navigate through
slides with full control.

ThinkPad X1 Yoga Sleeve
ThinkPad Ultra Dock
(PN:40AJ0135XX)

The ThinkPad Ultra Docking Station is built for today’s demanding
office work, delivering 10Gbps data transfer through four USB 3.1 ports.
The innovative side connector, designed exclusively for ThinkPad
notebooks, provides a driver-free way to connect conveniently and
securely to a range of USB accessories and external displays. Its rapid
charging support and mirrored power button make it easy to unlock
and go.

(PN: N/A)

Designed for mobile users who value a lightweight
and functional case, the ThinkPad X1 Yoga Sleeve
offers uncompromised quality. Composed of premium
materials, this sleeve has a soft-touch interior and an
easy-to-open magnetic flap. It also houses an additional
pen loop, enabling you to store an extra pen or stylus.

ThinkPad X1 Yoga (Gen 4)
PERFORMANCE

CONNECTIVITY

Processor
Up to 10th Generation Intel® Core™ i7
Processors

Input/Output Ports
2 x Thunderbolt™ 3
2 x USB3.1 Type A
1 x HDMI 1.4
1 x Audio (Headphone and
Microphone Combo Jack)

Operating System
Up to Windows 10 Pro 64 bit
Graphics
Integrated Intel® UHD Graphics 620
Camera
HD + IR camera with ThinkShutter

WiFi
WLAN
LTE CAT9 & 16**
Bluetooth® 5.0

Memory
Up to 16GB LPDDR3

NFC
Yes**

Storage
Up to 2TB PCIe SSD

Docking
Thunderbolt™ 3
USB 3.0 Dock
Side mechanical dock

Battery
Up to 18.1 hours*, 51Whr battery
AC Adapter
Up to Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge)
Audio
Dolby® Atmos™ Speaker System
4 x 360-degree Microphones

SECURITY
Match on Chip Touch
Fingerprint Reader
dTPM 2.0 chip
ThinkShutter camera cover
ThinkPad PrivacyGuard**
ThinkPad PrivacyAlert**
Kensington™ lock slot

DESIGN
Display
14” IPS FHD (380nit)
14” FHD IPS PrivacyGuard (380nit)
14” WQHD IPS (280nit)
14” HDR400 UHD IPS (470nit)

Colors
Iron Gray
Pen
Integrated and optional ThinkPad Pens

RECOMMENDED SERVICES
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and
protect your ThinkPad investment—so you can focus on your work,
not your IT.
Premier Support
Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo technicians
offering comprehensive hardware and software support. Gives you
a consistent point of contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case
resolution is professionally managed from start to finish.
Accidental Damage Protection (ADP)
Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage
for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions,
such as minor spills, drops, or damage to the integrated screen.
Warranty Extension (1-year base, up to 3 years total)
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget for
PC expenses, protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost
of ownership over time.

Dimensions (W x D x H)
323 x 218 x 15.5mm
12.71 x 8.58 x 0.61 inches
Weight
Starting at 1.36kg/2.99lbs.
Keyboard
Backlit keyboard with white LED

*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
**Optional
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